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In a recent minor Twitter spat, Brian “The Pitbull” Moore curiously dismissed my undisclosed opinion on 
fundamental problems with scrummage Law as “Nonsense”. He then called me a “Smartarse” when I 
pointed out his oversight. Really Brian? A lab chimp would be spoilt for clichés to expose that irony. But 
Brian Moore is by instinct polemical and probably has a Twitter feed littered with vile abuse. Allowing 
for that cocktail, I forgive him this reaction. (I’m sure he will now rest easy.) 
 
The serious point Brian Moore supports in his crusade against the current scrummage debacle is that a 
combination of poor refereeing and the engagement sequence are chiefly responsible for a turgid 
scrum-centric spectacle enjoyed by no-one. His point is supported by seemingly incontrovertible 
conclusions in a recent survey on the topic, which Brian Moore publishes on his website 
(www.brianpitbullmoore.com) and has tweeted his agreement. The following graph depicts the 
important conclusion of the survey. 
 
 

 
The problem is that the multiple-choice survey deals exclusively with the symptoms and not the root 
cause. This shortcoming is exacerbated by the final vague and unhelpful conclusion that the IRB should 
do more to fix stuff. The question which yielded a 95% majority in favour of this motion was 
undoubtedly leading and would not have passed muster with Scottish referendum question-setters. This 
flawed concentration on symptoms is upheld by the following word cloud, which represents the most 
frequently used free-form words in the survey. The larger the word, the more frequently it was used (I 
have removed the word “scrum” as it predominated and is implied as the subject). It is a thought 
provoking image (and interesting to see the word “hook” is not among the big boys). 
 

 

http://www.brianpitbullmoore.com/


 
While I do not disagree with the conclusion in the form presented by the survey, it has missed the point.  
 
Allow me to enlarge… 
 
Without dispute the scrum and the breakdown are the areas of law most open to interpretation.  
Consequently they are the most difficult to adjudicate and therefore the most controversial. Believe me, 
the sight of a preening Steve Walsh boils my blood as much as the next man as he gleefully wields 
powers invested by his 80-minute apotheosis. But frustration with narcissistic referees should not 
influence the argument. It is simply another symptom. The rug should be pulled from beneath the scrum 
debate perpetuated by Brian Moore by treating the root cause and not pointless lobbying for rule 
changes to treat the symptoms.  
 
There are two main problems. The first and most universally accepted is interpretation. Every referee 
interprets scrummage infringements differently. This is unavoidable and a given. Props and hookers will 
forever gesticulate in innocent incredulity when a decision goes against them and grin mischievously 
when it doesn’t. Therefore a referee’s performance is judged against the quality and consistency with 
which he applies his interpretation. Unfortunately, even at elite level, referees capable of this are few. 
At grass roots, it’s a lottery. At this juncture I expect The Pitbull is nodding tentatively. But the solution is 
not to clamour for better referees. We have smart people. Our referees are not stupid. The solution is to 
disambiguate the scrummage laws to a degree where scope for interpretation is utterly minimised (it 
can never be eliminated). This is probably where The Pitbull’s opinion and mine bifurcate…  
 
Law tinkering to treat symptoms has, over the years, through endless trials, robbed Peter to pay Paul - 
simply moving the problem from one place to another. The ludicrous vicissitudes and execution of the 
engagement sequence is of Catholic proportion. At a pre-season trial match, a referee explained to my 
bewildered players that they must engage on the “t” of “Set”, not on the “S”…  Seriously - is this any less 
bad than Crouch-Touch-Pause-Enagage? (Maybe the final “e” of “Enagage” was silent and the word too 
long, which bred confusion.) Ok – enough cynicism. My point is that another attempt to refine the 
engagement sequence is a stupid proposition. 
 
The second and most important point, which is inextricably linked with the first, is that the basic premise 
against which scrummage laws are based is incorrect and that no end of pedantic law modification can 
fix. The premise is this. It assumes that each competing set of forwards is composed of eight perfect 
cubes, which compete on a perfectly flat surface, and only push in a direction largely perpendicular to 
the try line. The corollary is that the only way an inferior scrum cannot concede a penalty is if it 
maintains a perfectly square attitude (cube face to cube face) and retreats immediately backwards in 
perfect formation. If the inferior scrum does not achieve this and the superior scrum causes it to 
disintegrate in some form, then a referee will invariably discover a full-penalty offence. Why should this 
be the case? For example, if a scrum is superior through sheer power, and the inferior scrum inevitably 
falls apart exactly because it is not a formation of cubes, a penalty is guaranteed. How is this fair or 
sensible? It is as unavoidable to the inferior scrum as it is for a snail to be outpaced by a Cheetah. In 
open play, a centre would not incur a penalty for buying a dummy from a fullback. What would that 
offence be called – intellectual incompetence? Why should a prop be penalized for simply not being as 
good as his opposite number? This egregious principle is openly exploited by likes of Leicester’s Director 
of Rugby Richard Cockerill who intentionally buys props to buy penalties. I don’t blame Cockerill for this 
but it perpetuates the terrace-emptying spectacle we are forced to endure. 
 



The simple answer is that the underlying premise of the scrummage laws should not be based on an 
impossible theory contrary to the laws of physics. People are not cubes. Fields are not flat. Scrums 
should not be penalized for being bested by stronger players or by better technique. Our game which is 
famous for attracting players of all shapes and sizes bears a responsibility to allow them to compete 
fairly. The territorial or positional advantage gained by a superior scrum should be the reward in itself - 
eight players on their feet are better positioned to score points than eight players on their knees. 
 
Once the premise has been altered, and random spectator-perplexing penalties have been eradicated, 
scrums will be utterly simplified. Players will endeavour to stay on their feet as they know either their 
offensive or defensive capability depends upon it. Cynical full-penalty scrummage offences will be 
blatantly obvious to all but the most myopic referees. Interpretation will be minimal. We can still throw 
greater scrutiny on “red zone” scrums to ensure the defensive scrum does not intentionally collapse to 
prevent a try. If it does, a penalty try option should remain available. If the defensive scrum is simply 
bested, the onus remains with the offensive scrum to get the ball across the line. 
 
Or is this just nonsense Brian? 
 
 
 
 


